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SUMMARY
\=

The combustion of a uniform, quiescent cloud of 30-Nm fuel particles In a
flame tube has been proposed as a space-based, Iow-gravlty experiment. The
subject of thls report is the normal- and Iow-gravlty testing of several meth-
ods to produce such a cloud, Includlng telescoping propeller fans, alr pumps,
axlal and quadrature acoustical speakers, and combinations of these devices.
When operated In steady state, none of the methods produced an acceptably unl-
form cloud (±5 percent of the mean concentration), and voids in the cloud were
clearly visible. In some cases, severe particle agglomeratlon was observed;

however, these clusters could be broken apart by a short acoustic burst from

an axially In-line speaker. Analyses and experiments reported elsewhere

(briefly summarized herein) suggest that transient, acoustic mixing methods

can enhance cloud unlformlty while minlmlzlng particle agglomeratlon.

INTRODUCTION

The NASA Lewis Research Center, in conjunction with universities and prl-

vate Industry, is currently conducting analytical studles and conductlng exper-

imental normal- and Iow-gravity combustlon research. One area of interest Is

combustlble particle clouds. Scientific knowledge of the characteristics of
particle-cloud combustion could contribute to the control of fire and explo-

slons In underground mining operations, and graln storage and handllng faclli-
tles. The more salient characterlstics of scientific Interest deal with flame

structure, propagation rates, stability limlts, and the effects of stoichiome-

try, particle type, transport phenomena, and nonadiabatic processes (ref. l).

PremIxed-gas combustion experiments and partlcle-cloud combustlon experi-

ments are conducted slmilarly. The combustion chamber Is a 5-cm-diam,

100-cm-long, transparent flame tube with one open and one sealed end. The
fuel and oxidizer are mixed in the flame tube and, then, are ignited at the

open end; the flame is observed as it propagates. One major difference
between premlxed-gas and particle-cloud combustion studies In normal gravity



Is that the gas can achieve a state of uniformity and quiescence before Ignl-
tlon, whereas the particles settling out In normal gravity prevent quiescence
In the cloud. To achieve the quiescence that Is characteristic of the classi-

cal premlxed-gas studies, a Iow-gravlty experiment was conceived; the longer

particles settllng tlme In low gravity might provide an acceptable degree of

quiescence prior to and during flame spread.

An investigation was conducted for a process that would mix the particle
fuel to speclfied uniformity requirements In a flame tube In a 1ow-gravlty
environment. Tests performed for a ground-based feaslbllity study led to the
concluslon that a concentration unlformity of ±I0 percent from the mean could
be achieved wlth some regularity for fuel-rich mixtures (ref. I). The hard-
ware configuration was a slngle-axlal acoustic speaker mounted on a 63.5-cm
flame tube in a horlzontal position; the fuel was spread along the bottom side
of the tube. This mixing method is being used In a ground-based research pro-
gram being conducted In the drop towers and the Learjet.

The Initial position of the fuel Inside the flame tube Is very Important

to thls method, and maintaining the fuel in a known, Initial position from the

time the fuel is loaded untll the experiment is performed demands precise con-

trol over the experiment package. This control Is possible wlth ground-based
experlmentation, but it may be impossible for experiments flown aboard the

shuttle, because of the varying gravity levels acting on the shuttle during
launch and orbit operations. The shoFt duratlon of the low-gravity environ-

ment In drop towers or the Learjet does not permit a repetition of the mixing

process to achieve a partlcle cloud wlthln uniformity llmits. This limitation

on mixing is not a serious handlcap for the ground-based research testing; how-

ever, the capability to repeat the mixing process Is a desirable feature for a

space flight experiment, since no provision was made for changeout of the

flame tube. Furthermore, a space-based experiment allows long mixing tlmes,

and a mixing method could require a longer period than available In ground-

based facilitles, particularly if the Initial particle positlon Is
highly nonuniform or unknown.

A mixing method that Is independent of initial fuel posltlon was sought
for use In space experiments. The following mixing methods were investigated

and tested: (1) a slngle axial speaker, (2) twin axial speakers, (3) quadra-

ture acoustic drivers, (4) a fan, (5) an air pump, (6) a plunger, and (7) a

fan and speaker comblnation. The test conflguratlons, the experimental proce-

dures, and the test results are described in thls report and a pictorlal

summary Is given In tables I and II.

SINGLE AXIAL SPEAKER METHOD

This section summarizes the results (ref. 2) of mixing fuel and oxidizer

in a flame tube by using a single axial acoustic speaker. These results pro-
vide a baseline for a comparison of the other methods investigated.

Test Configuratlon

The test configuration of a flame tube wlth some of the assoclated hard-

ware is shown In figure I. The flame tubes were 25, 63.5, and 75 cm long and

5 cm in dlam. Some of the flame tubes had an expanded section at one end that



was I0 cm long and 6 cm In dlam. Aluminized Mylar (Dupont) diaphragms,
O.Ol-mm-thIck, capped each end of the flame tube to contain the fuel during
the mIxlng operation.

On one end of the flame tube, an acoustic speaker wasmounted. The speak-
ers were rated from 5 to 30 Wwith operating frequencies ranging from 55 to
5000 Hz. The diameter of the speakers was I0.2 cm, and the dc resistance was
8 _. On the end of the tube opposite the speaker were an Ignlter, a heat
slnk, and an exhaust bag. Once the fuel was mixed, the Igniter provided the
energy to initiate combustion, and the heat slnk cooled the exhaust gases,
which were contained by the exhaust bag. MIxing sensors, consisting of
11ght-emltting dlodes and photocell detectors, used light attenuation to
determine fuel concentration.

Hlgh-speed photography and video equipment were used to record the mixing
action obtained during the various tests. Photography was done wlth 16-mm
fllm operated at 400 frames/sec. The video recordings were madeat 30 frames/
sec.

Testing In Low Gravity wlth Vertical and Horlzontal Flame Tubes

A serles of tests were conducted In the 2.2-sec drop tower wlth the 75-cm

flame tube in a vertical position. In the vertical position, the fuel was al-

ways at the bottom. For some of the tests, the acoustic speaker was at the

bottom of the tube, and for others, on the top of the tube. After observing

the mixing action, a declsion was made to Increase the duration of the

Iow-gravlty environment from 2.2 to 20 sec by conducting these tests In the

Learjet. After several tests of the mixing action In vertical tubes, a series

of tests were conducted wlth the tube In a horizontal position. In the latter

case, the fuel could be posltioned at locatlons other than on the diaphragms,

thereby, aIIowlng investigation of the effects of such random posltionlng.

Diaphragm Tests

A series of normal-gravity tests were conducted to study the effects of

diaphragm tenslon on the mixing process. The diaphragm tenslon was categorized

by measuring the deflectlon of the diaphragm when an 8.3-g steel ball was
placed In the center of the diaphragm (ref. 2).

The experiment was conducted in a vertical flame tube, wlth the speaker

on the bottom and the fuel on the bottom diaphragm. Nhen the speaker was ener-

glzed, a cloud rose and remalned suspended, but only In the lower portion of

the flame tube. The cloud achieved Its greatest height when the diaphragms at

both ends of the tube were loose (diaphragm deflects 0.32 cm). And for a

given palr of diaphragms, the cloud rose highest when the looser diaphragm was
closest to the speaker. During testing, variation In the tension of the dla-

phragms was seen to affect both the degree of agitation and the abIllty to

move the suspended cloud throughout the flame tube. Nith tight diaphragms,
some axlaI movement of the fuel cloud was achieved by slightly varying the

speaker frequency; however, thls axial movement could not be achieved wlth
loose diaphragms.



Results and Conclusions

Nhether the speaker was on the top or the bottom of the vertical flame
tube, a continuously rising cloudllke formation of particles was produced in
both normal and low gravity. Thls formation would nearly reach the midpoint
of the flame tube while the experiment package completed the 2.2-sec 1ow-
gravity drop.

When the vertlcal-flame-tube tests were repeated in the Learjet, the
cloud rose to s11ghtly hlgher than the midpoint of the flame tube (51 cm
rather than 38 cm). But the cloudlike formation did not fi11 the entire flame
tube during the longer 1ow-gravlty test.

Except for one method, that Is, wlth flame tube in the horlzontal posl-
tlon with the fuel at various locations, achieving a vlsually acceptable uni-
form cloud of fuel throughout the entire flame tube was not possible for any
of the mixing times used. Also, the fuel was noted to have a tendency to move
away from the speaker during the mixing operation.

The procedure for the one method that achieved fuel clouds with a uniform-
Ity of ±I0 percent is as follows: (I) The flame tube was placed in a horizon-
tal position; (2) The fuel was spread evenly along the bottom of the flame
tube in a 0.5- to l.O-cm wide row; and (3) after the flame tube entered a
Iow-gravlty envlronment, the acoustlc speaker was energized for a perlod of
less than I sec. A cloud fllled the entlre length of the flame tube. Thls
mixing method was selected for ground-based testing In the 2.2-sec drop tower
and in the LearJet; some of these results have been reported in reference I.

TWIN SPEAKERS

Thls sectlon summarlzes the fuel mixing In a flame tube by using twln
axlal acoustic speakers, for whlch only normal-gravlty testing was performed.

Test Configuration and Norma1-Gravlty Tests

During fuel mlxlng tests uslng a horizontal flame tube with a slngle

axial acoustic speaker, a tendency was observed for the fuel to move away from

the speaker as the duration of the speaker operation Increased. From thls ob-

servation, a configuratlon with an axial acoustic speaker mounted on each end

of the flame tube (flg. 2) was developed A T-sectlon Inserted between one

end of the flame tube and the speaker at the igniter provided a path for the

products of combustion to enter the exhaust bag. The T-sectlon was 15 cm

long; the speakers were rated at 17 W and were operated at 15 W output. The
fuel location was random for these tests.

Speaker B was located on the igniter end of the flame tube and speaker A,
on the opposite end. Four different tests were performed. During each of the
four tests, the operating frequency for speaker A was 150 Hz, and that for
speaker B was 155 Hz. For the first test, speaker A was on continuously, and
speaker B was turned on and off at the rate of I/2 to I Hz.
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For the second test, speaker A was turned on and off at I/2 to 1Hz, and

speaker B was on continuously. For the third test, both speakers were alter-

nately turned on and off at a rate of I/2 to l Hz (I.e., when speaker A was

on, speaker B was off, and when speaker B was on, speaker A was off). For the

fourth test, both speakers were on continuously, with a phase angle of 0° or

180 °. The phase angle dld not have a noticeable effect on the cloud uniformi-

ty created by the mixing method.

Results and Concluslons

The twin speaker configuration was tested only at normal gravity with the
flame tube In a horizontal position. The results for the f|rst and second

tests were slmI1ar. With one speaker on continuously, a cloud of fuel formed
near the center of the tube. The cloud length was about one-quarter of the

length of the flame tube. During the test, the cloud slowly drifted away from

the speaker that operated continuously. Cycling the second speaker on and off

caused a momentary Interruption of the slow drift of the fuel cloud and pro-
duced a vertical rlse of the fuel In the rlbIIke structure associated wlth a

flow transient, as noted In references 3 and 4.

As one speaker was turned on and the other turned off In the third test,
the response of the fuel to the on-and-off cycles was the same as previously
noted. The fuel would rlse and be pushed away from the speaker that was turned
on. As the test progressed, most of the fuel was located in the middle third
of the flame tube, and it was tossed left and right in rhythm wlth the operat-
Ing sequence of the speakers.

During the fourth test, the length of the fuel cloud was about one-quarter

the length of the flame tube. The cloud drifted slowly toward speaker A. Dur-

Ing this test, a uniform cloud was not observed anywhere In the flame tube.

As the operation of the speakers continued beyond l sec, the fuel near the

speakers was significantly depleted. The test results from this conflguratlon

Indicated a low probability of successfully obtalning a uniform cloud of _uel

throughout the entlre flame tube.

QUADRATURE ACOUSTIC DRIVERS

This sectlon summarizes the results (ref. 5) of acoustic mixing experi-
ments In a flame tube by using frequency splnnlng modes produced by quadrature
acoustic drlvers. All experiments were performed in normal gravity.

Test Conflguratlon and Test Results

The basic experimental setup and the hardware speclficatlons for quadra-
ture acoustic drivers are shown In figure 3 and appendix A respectlvely.

The quadrature acoustic driver setup Is designed to excite slow axial-movlng,

splnning waves (fig. 4) by using two phased-controlled acoustic drivers mount-

ed at a 90° angle from each other with thelr axes in the same cross-sectlonal

plane. A set of wall-mounted, axial and radial mlcrophone probes allows iden-
tification of the three-dlmensional sound field Inside the flame tube. in

some experiments, a low-frequency axial speaker was mounted at one end of the

flame tube. Figure 5 shows the various experimental configurations Investi-
gated. The fuel was distributed along the entlre length of the flame tube.



Quadrature mIxlng (flg. 5(a)) produced circumferential circulation of the
fuel around the inside of the flame tube. Strong partlcle motion was observed
In some sections of the tube, but circulation was limited to about one-thlrd

of the flame tube length. Specific details about the experimental setup and
the theory are glven In reference 5.

Quadrature Acoustic Drivers and Axial Speakers Test Results

Simultaneous operation of the quadrature acoustic drivers and the axlal
speaker (flg. 5(b) and (c)) produces considerably enhanced motion, compared to
the operatlon of the quadrature acoustic drivers alone. A strong clrcumferen-
tla] circulation of the fuel occurred over about two-thlrds of the flame-tube
length wlth either of the experimental configurations shown In figure 5, parts
(b) and (c). Fuel partlcles In the remaining one-thlrd of the flame tube did
not form a cloud. Mixing experiments that used the quadrature acoustic drlv-
ers and axial speaker showed much less longitudinal fuel drift than was ob-
served In experiments that used an axial speaker alone (ref. 5).

Other Configuration Test Results

Several other configurations were tested In an effort to Increase the

homogeneity of the cloud. Figure 5(d) shows quadrature acoustic drlver sets

mounted on each end of a flame tube. Only a few comblnatlons of phase angles
and amplitudes between the acoustic drivers were tried, and since no substan-

tial Improvement over previous conflgurat!ons was observed, no further work
Was done using th|s setup.

Another experiment was conducted with an anechoic termlnatlon

(flg. 5(e)) that was designed to eliminate reflection of the sound fleld In

the flame tube. A strong longitudinal fuel drift away from the sound source

prevented any satisfactory mixing.

Concluslons

The greatest fuel motlon was obtained by uslng a combination of quadra-

ture acoustic drivers and an axial speaker. Both the experiments and the theo-

retlcal analysis indicate that acoustic transients are more likely to produce

acceptable mixing than are steady-state conditions, because In steady condl-
tlons flow structures, llke nodal planes, separate the mixing reglon Into

ceils across whlch fuel cannot be transferred. Transients are not only free

of such structures, but they also have the characteristics of randomness and

disorder, which are desirable for mixing. Thls conclusion was corroborated by

using axial waves In mixing experiments.

FANS

Two types of fan configurations were tested during the alternate mixing
Investlgatlon. The first conflguratlon employed a fan external to the flame

tube (flg. 6). The fan and housing were attached to one end of the flame



tube, and a return path for the circulating air was provided from the opposite
end of the flame tube back to the fan. Thls configuration was tested In nor-
mal gravity only. The second conflguratlon had a miniature fan inside the
flame tube. The fan was attached to a moveable rod (fig. 7) so that the fan
could be movedaxially along the length of the flame tube. Both normal- and
1ow-gravlty tests were performed wlth the second configuration. The 1ow-
gravlty tests wlth fans inside the flame tube were performed In combination
wlth acoustic speakers; the results are reported in the section Fan and Speaker
Tests.

External Fan

Test configuration. - The external fan test configuration with a horizon-
tal flame tube Is shown In figure 6. At the igniter end of the flame tube, a

large-diameter housing enclosed an axlal-flow fan driven by an electrlc motor.

The inlet side of the fan housing was connected to a 5.0-cm-dlam copper tube

that loops around and connects to the opposite end of the flame tube. When

the fan was operated, a continuous flow of air moved through the flame tube

and continued through the copper tubing back to the inlet slde of the fan.

Initially, l g of lycopodium was spread evenly along the length of the

horlzontal flame tube. The unducted fan was rated by the manufacturer at
3.4 m3/mln with the motor operating at 3400 rpm.

Normal-gravlty results and conclusions. - During the fan startup, the

fuel particles moved In a spiral flow pattern from the igniter end of the

flame tube toward the opposite end. At mldlength of the flame tube, the fuel
particles elther fell or adhered to the inside wall surface of the flame tube.

Beyond thls polnt, no fuel particles were airborne. The mechanism for adhesion

was attributed to electrostatic attraction between the fuel partlcles and the
flame tube material, Lexan (General Electric Co.) (ref. 6). Further tests
were not conducted.

Internal Fan

Test configuration. - Three miniature axial-flow fans of different slzes

and power ratings were used to conduct thls Investlgatlon. The first fan

(MIcronel, model V48]L) was 4.8 cm in dlam with an electrical power rating of
4.2 W at 24 V; the second (Micronel, model V3OIL) was 3.0 cm in dlam with an

electrical power ratlng of 0.84 W at 24 V; and the third fan (Micronel, model

V241L) was 2.4 cm In dlam with an electrical power rating of 0.3 N at 12 V.

One test conflguratlon consisted of the 4.8-cm-dlam fan operated at 9 V
In a 75-cm-long flame tube. As the fan was moved axially along the length of
the tube, the fuel moved along the flame tube. When the fan approached the
end of the flame tube (about 12 cm from the end), the fuel ceased to move
along the flame tube; instead it formed a plle In front of the fan. At no
tlme during the test dld the fuel form a cloud in the flame tube.

Normal-gravlty test results. - Normal-gravity tests for different combina-

tions of variables were conducted In 25- and 75-cm-long flame tubes. The fans
were operated to obtain forward and reverse flows of air, with and without the
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blade cowling, at different axial 1ocatlons on and off the centerllne In the

flame tubes and at different power settings.

The mixing action achleved In the flame tube by the various configura-

tions was about the same except for when the electrical power to the fans was
varied. As electrical power to the fan was Increased, the fuel agitation

Increased, and more fuel was moved down the flame tube; however, a cloud was
not formed.

AIR PUMP MIXING

Thls mixing method attempted to produce a uniform cloud of fuel particles
In a flame tube by oscillating the alr column In the flame tube with an alr
pump.

Test Configuration and Normal-Gravlty Tests

The 75-cm-1ong, 5-cm-dlam flame tube was mounted In pillow blocks that
were bolted to a O.64-cm-thick, 122- by 79-cm alumlnum plate, as shown In flg-

ure 8. The plate was bolted to a heavy steel workbench. A modified pneumatlc

cylinder was connected to the flame tube by 2.54-cm PVC plpe. The pneumatlc

cylinder, which had a double-actlng piston with a 5-cm stroke, oscI11ated the

air column. A crank connected the I/2-hp dc motor to the cylinder piston rod.

The motor speed was varied from 0 to 1750 rpm with a manually operated speed

controller. A description of the electrlcal controls and systems can be found

In appendix B. The flanged end caps were used to mount 10- and 5-pm filter
paper that not only contained the fuel In the flame tube but also allowed alr

to be pumped In and out of the 2.54-cm-diam PVC pipe.

Fuel was evenly dlstrlbuted over the Interior length of the flame tube at

the beginning of each test. The filters were installed, the flanged end caps

were assembled, and all the remalnlng fittings in the air lines were tlghtened.
The tests were recorded on vldeo tape and on high-speed film with a frame rate

of 400 frames/sec. Inltially, the pump was brought to about 50-percent speed,

and the hlgh-speed camera was started. Next, the motor that was driving the

pump was rapidly accelerated to 1750 rpm and then stopped when a cloud formed.

The high-speed camera was stopped when the partlcles settled to bottom of the
flame tube.

The first checkout tests were performed with lO-pm f11ters, but they dete-
riorated after a few trial runs - becoming porous enough for the fuel to leak
out of the flame tube and Into the return piping and pump. The 5-pm filter
paper corrected this problem.

The configuration of the filters and the blockage at the flame-tube Inlet
and exhaust ends were altered somewhat to add turbulence to the flow. Figure 9

shows the four conflgurat_ons used. The same configuration was used at both

ends of the flame tube for each respective test performed.



Results and Conclusions

The alr pumpmixing method produced a fuel cloud In the flame tube by os-
clllatlng the air column at a rate of 30 cycles/sec over a distance of 5 cm/per
stroke In a 5-cm-dlam flame tube. However, the cloud was not uniform through-
out the length of the flame tube. At both ends of the tube the fuel particles
becamesparse after a few seconds of pumping. During each test most of the
fuel cloud formed short, cyllndrical segments of high and low density (flg. 10
shows a typlcal cloud formation). The unlformlty of the fuel cloud was not im-
proved by inserting the screens and blockages shown in flgure 9 into the flame
tube.

PLUNGERMETHOD

Thls section summarizesfuel mixing In a flame tube by using a plunger.

Test Configuration and Test Results

The plunger method test configuration consisted of a 75-cm-long by
5-cm-dlam flame tube wlth a mixing plunger, having alr passages as shownIn
figure II, that was attached to a O.I6-cm-dlam rod. The rapid movementof the
mixing plunger back and forth In the flame tube produced a turbulent motion of
alr and caused the fuel to mix. For both the normal-gravlty and low-gravity
tests, the mixing plunger wasoperated manually.

For the normal-gravlty test, 600 mgof fuel was spread evenly over 38 cm
of the flame tube. Hlgh-speed photography recorded the generation of a very
turbulent particle cloud when the plunger was drawn over the length of the
tube In about l sec. No attempt was madeto push the plunger in the opposite
direction. The particles then quickly fell to the bottom of the flame tube.

For the low-gravlty tests, lO00 mgof fuel was spread evenly over 38 cm
of the flame tube. High-speed photography recorded the generation of particle
motion when the plunger was drawn over the length of the tube at a velocity of
25 to 38 cm/sec. The plunger was returned to the starting position, and the
plunger motion was repeated.

In Iow-gravlty testing, the particles becameairborne in a nonunlform tur-
bulent cloud, but unlike those In the normal gravity tests, they immediately
agglomerated Into clusters of particles.

FANANDSPEAKERCOMBINATION

This section summarizesthe fuel mixing In a flame tube by using a fan
and speaker combination in normal gravity and in low gravity.

Test Configuration and Tests

Fan and speaker combination tests were conducted In normal gravlty in
25- and 75-cm flame tubes by using a 3.0-cm-dlam 0.84 W fan wlth exposed blades



at 24 V. The fan was mounted at one end of the flame tube, and a midrange Re-
a11stlc 5-W speaker was at the opposite end (fig. 12). The low-gravity tests
were conducted in 25-cm flame tubes only.

Three sequences of fan and speaker combinations were tested in normal
gravity and In low gravity. For the first test sequence, the fan was turned
on for I/2 sec; then I/2 sec, after It was turned off, the speaker was turned
on for 1/2 sec. For the second test, four l/2-sec perlods occurred In the fo]-
lowing sequence" speaker on; speaker off; fan on; and fan off. For the third
test sequence, the fan and speaker were turned on together for 1.5 sec and
turned off together. For all tests the fuel was spread evenly over the length
of the flame tube.

Results and Conclusions

Normal-gravlty tests. - In normal-gravity tests with the fan on flrst, a
small amount of fuel was swirled down the flame tube and settled out before
the speaker system was turned on. When the speaker was turned on first, and
then turned off, the powder settled out before the fan was activated. When
the fan and speaker were operated simultaneously, a cloud was generated by the
speaker, and the fan was able to move the fuel toward the speaker end. The
fan by itself was not able to move a significant amount of fuel; however, once
the fuel was airborne by the action of the speaker, the fan was able to move
the fuel. When tests were conducted wlth only the axial speaker operating,
there was a gradual movement of the fuel away from the speaker. When the
speaker was operated with the fan, then the fuel was moved toward the speaker.

Low-gravlty tests. - The normal-gravlty test sequences were repeated in
the 2.2 sec drop tower in a 1ow-gravlty environment. For the sequence of fan
on and off and then the speaker on and off, the amount of fuel mixlng was
about the same as that observed in the normal-gravlty tests.

For the second sequence, the speaker on and off and then the fan on and
off, the fuel was stlll airborne when the fan was turned on, and there was a
greater swirling action of the fuel toward the speaker end. More fuel aglta-
tlon was evldent in the Iow-gravlty test than in the normal-gravity test.

The third sequence, the slmultaneous operation of the fan and the speak-
ers, resulted In a vigorous splraling of the fuel towards the speaker. The
spiraling was more pronounced than in the corresponding normal-gravlty test.

One additional observation noted during the Iow-gravlty testlng was the

reaction of agglomerated fuel particles to the acoustlc energy. In one of the

test sequences when the fan was turned on first, an agglomeration of partlcles
formed near the middle of the flame tube. Nhen the speaker was turned on, the

agglomerated particles very rapidly broke up Into Indivldual particles.

These various fan and speaker operating sequences failed to produce a unl-

form cloud of fuel throughout the flame tube. In the 1ow-gravlty tests, the

unlform_ty achieved by the speaker was always destroyed by the swlrllng actlon
of the fan.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The combustion of a unlform, quiescent cloud of 30-pm fuel particles In a

flame tube has been proposed as a space-based experlment. In this Investlga-

tlon several methods of produclng such a cloud were tested In normal' and

reduced-gravlty. A method was sought that could produce an acceptable uniform

cloud (±5 percent of the mean concentration) In reduced gravity and that was

independent of the Inltial fuel partlcle position. In addltlon a method that

could be repeated If the first attempt at cloud formatlon was less than accept-

able was deslred. In normal gravity, lO different methods, with 4 to 5 varla-

tlons per method, were trled; the 4 most promlslng methods, selected on the

basis of the normal-gravlty test, were Investlgated further in low gravlty.

The test methods, varlatlons, and results are dlsplayed hereln. None of the

methods produced an acceptable cloud, because of undesirable axlal migration

of particles, agglomeratlon of alrborne particles Into large clusters, and/or

lack of cloud formatlon in portlons of the tube. These airborne particle clus-
ters were broken apart by a brlef acoustic burst.

Several of the mIxlng methods investigated were based on steady-state op-

eratlon of the mixing devices (fan, speakers, and air pumps). Analyses and ex-

perlments reported elsewhere (briefly summarlzed In this report) suggest that
transient operation, rather than steady-state operatlon, can enhance particle-

cloud unlformlty whlle mlnlmlzlng particle agglomeration.
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APPENDIX A

QUADRATURE SPEAKER MIXING METHOD TEST EQUIPMENT

Test instrumentatlon:

(I) Endevco pressure transducer (quantlty 7), series 8510B, 5 psig

(2) Fluke digital voltmeter, model 8840
(3) Fluke counter/timer, model 1953A

(4) Tektronix oscilloscope, model 7704A; amplifier plug-ln, model 7A26; time

base plug-ln, model 7B15

(5) PPM Inc. signal conditioner (quantity 7), model SGll-Dl
(9) Preston Scientific signal amplifiers (quantity 7), model 8300

(IO) Hewlett-Packard Spectrum analyzer, model 358OA

Instrumentation Block Diagram

Tube
sensors I I s'°na'l ls,0na,I .....*O,o,a,vo,,me,er---('_--- conditionersl---(-7)--- amplifiers --i7) .... _.... -_ Frequency counter

..... --_ Oscilloscope

..... --_ Fet analyzer
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Quadrature speaker electrical controls"

(I) Altec-Lansing audlo speakers (quantity 2), model 908-8B
(2) OBLInc. speaker drlvers, model 2425A
.(3) Wavetek5-MHzphase lock generator, model 186
(4) Navetek 20-MHzsweepgenerator, model 193
(5) ATOInc. 20-MHzsweepgenerator, model E F74
(6) Altec-Lanslng audlo power ampllfler (quantity 2), model 126B

Electrlcal Control Block Diagram

Control

Signal
generator

Phase-lockedI
signal

generator

Digital
voltmeter

Power

I amplifier }

I aPplwfi%r I

Digital
voltmeter

t

To

speakers
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APPENDIX B

AIR PUMP ELECTRICAL CONTROLS

Electrical drlve and control for pump:

(]) Boston gear ratiotrol SCR speed controller, model E33

(2) Boston gear ratiotrol varlable speed dc motor (I/2 hp, ll5 V dc, 1750 rpm
shunt-wound)

Block Diagram

115Vac

F

Controller

L_I Motor

Percent

Start Stop 11
To mechanical

pump linkage
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TABLE I - NORMAL-GRAVITY TESTS OF MIXING METHODS

Configuration Results

Axial speaker on
•Vertical flame tube with

two diaphragms (tested with
all six tension combinations

from tight-tight to loose-

loose).

•Hor%zontal flame tube with

-steady-state operation
-transient operation

Twin Speakers with
•A on, B cycled

•A cycled, B on

•A and B in alternating

1-Hz cycles

•A and B on continuously

Quadrature with
• Speakers on one end

•Speakers on both ends

Quadrature and one axial speaker

•All speakers at one end

•Quadrature speakers on

opposite end from axlal

speaker

•All speakers on one end
with anechoic termination

on opposite end

Acoustic methods

i
i
!

iiii:ii
m

ION _ ONL._I

•Cloud rose highest in flame tubes
(38 cm) with loose diaphragms on
each end

•With time, fuel migrated away
from speaker, but cloud did not

fill tube for any of the
operational sequences

With quick transient cloud filled
the tube but settled after
acoustic were turned off

Randomly positioned fuel migrated
away from speaker, then was on

continuously

Swirling cloud in one-third of
flame tube

•Swirling cloud in two-thirds of
flame tube

•Reduced fuel migration, but cloud
did not fill flame tube

•Fuel very quickly migrated away

from speaker end
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TABLE I. - Concluded.

Fans

External

Internal

• Diam, 4.8 cm; power 4.2 W
• Diam, 3.0 cm; power 0.B4 N I I
•Diam, 2.4 cm; power 0.40 W I u._ I

•Test variations
- forward and reverse fan

operation
- with and without fan

cowling
- fan located on and off

centerline of flame tube

Fuel spiraled to midpoint of tube
and either settled to bottom or

adhered to flame tube walls

•Fuel spiraled away from fan, and
no cloud was formed

•No cloud formed - only swirling
action in front of fan

•None of test variations produced
a sustained cloud formation

Air pump

•No blockage, only filters

•Screen annulus

•Solid blockage centered on
filter

•Solid blockage annulus

No fuel near the ends of flame

tube; fuel was segmented into

oscillating columns

Plunger on a rod

Mixing plunger attached to

rod moved axially in flame
tube

Turbulent cloud formed and quickly

settled

Fans and axial speaker

•Fan on 112 sec, wait 112 sec,

speaker on I/2 sec

•Speaker on I/2 sec, wait
I/2 sec, fan on 112 sec

•Fan and speaker on 1.5 sec

•Fan swirled small number of

particles that settled out before

speaker was turned on

•Cloud formed with speaker on but
settled before fan turned on

•Swirling cloud was formed and

fuel migrated toward speaker end

17
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TABLE II - LOW-GRAVITY TESTS OF MIXING METHODS

Configurat$on Results

Axial speaker on I--I
•Vertical flame tube (tested

in 2.2-see drop tower and in

Learjet)

•Horizontal flame tube (tested

in 2.2-see drop tower and in

Learjet)

Plunger (tested in Learjet)

Fan and speaker combination
(tested in the 2.2-sec drop

tower)

•Fan I12 sec. wait 1/2 sec.

speaker on 1/2 sec

,Speaker on I12 sec, wait
I12 sec, fan on I/2 sec

•Fan and speaker on 1.5 sec

•Top of cloud reached I12 of tube
height in 2.2 sec and slightly

higher for 20-see test, but cloud
did not fill flame tube (ref. 2)

•Cloud formed throughout flame

tube, but the longer the speaker

operated, the less uniform the
cloud and the greater the
adhesion

Swirling particles with severe
agglomeration of fuel particles; a
cloud did not fill flame tube

•Fan raised a small number of

particles that agglomerated

immediately but were broken apurt

when speaker was turned on

•Speaker formed a cloud and fan

pushed fuel toward speaker end

•Vigorous swirling of particles

migrated toward speaker end
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Figure 1. - Flame tube assembly with tube of 0.32 cm wall thickness and 5 crn Inner diameter. All dimensions are in centimeters.
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/'-- SPEAKER A
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/

SPEAKER B -i

T-SECTION WITH IGNITOR _ "_

EXHAUST BAG -'-""

Figure 2. - Conllguration for twin acoustic speaker mixing method in 75 ¢m
flame tube.
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Figure 3. - Axtal speaker and quadrature speaker block diagram.
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(a) Axial waves.

(b) Spinning waves.

Figure 4. - Two possible types of acoustic waveforms In
a cylinder.

I,,,I 75 cm

(a) Quadrature acoustic drivers.

(b) Axial speaker and quadrature acoustic drivers mounted on
same end of flame tube.

(c) Axial speaker and quadrature acoustic ddvers mounted on
opposite ends of flame tube.

(d) Double quadrature acoustic drivers.

(e) Axial speaker and quadrature acoustic drivers on one end of
flame tube with anechoic termination at other end.

Figure 5, - Quadrature driver and axial speaker combinations mounted
on a typical flame tube for normal gravity testing.

L. 127 crn

f

ql

ELECTRIC MO
v_'_ u/"u ic*ll_l_ ,-.,,./ I,.IAXIAL FAN INSIDE HOUSING

FLAME TUBE

Figure 6. - Test configuration for fuel mixing in flame tube with external fan generating air flow of 3.4 m3/min.
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Figure 7. - Test configuration for fuel mixing with 2.4 cm diameter internal fan
generating air flow of 0.16 m3/rain In a flame tube.
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Figure 8. - Test configurations for air-pump mixing in flame tube.
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Figure 9. - Inlet and exhaust modificatons to produce air flow temperature.
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Figure I 0. - Formation of fuel particles into segmented cylinders during mixing by

air pump in a flame tube.
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Figure 11. - Plunger configuration for mixing fuel in flame tube,

,'--" ELECTRIC MOTOR AND
• ,," FAN, 3.0 cm diam.

2

_ ,

I

5 WATT ACOUSTIC SPEAKER --'

Figure 12. - Flame tube with fan and acoustic speaker mounted on opposite
ends. Fan generates 0.16 m3/mln air flow.
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